A Soft Computing Technique For Diagnose Psychological Disorder at Different Stages
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Abstract—The Mental Illness Diagnostic Expert System Is Designed To Help Or Assist The Psychology Doctors To Diagnosing The Various Mental Disorders Related To Human. This Expert System Can Be Used To Perform Some Evaluation Of Patient’s Physical And Emotional Symptoms To Diagnose The Particular Disorder. This Expert System Handles The Various Types Of Pathologies That More Often Appear As Anxiety Disorder, Mood Disorder, Psychotic Disorder, Impulse Control Disorder, Eating Disorder And Personality Disorder Causing A Micro Level Damage To Individual. This Expert System Uses Three AI Techniques: Fuzzy Generator, Fuzzy Logic And Rule Based Reasoning. We Are Going To Describe A New Method For Creating A Weighted Fuzzy Rule To Deal With The Mental Illness. The Fuzzy Rule Is A Causal Rule. Its IF Part Truly Cause The THEN. The Knowledge Of Human Expert System In The Area Of Mental Ill And Disorder Is Transformed And Often Encoded Into The Knowledgebase Using A Fuzzy Logic And Then Provide The Severity Of Any Particular Disorder. The Main Objective Of This Paper Is To Develop An Expert System Which Deals With The Various Disorders Related To Psychology.
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I. INTRODUCTION


In Medical Field The Diagnosis Is The Process Of Recognition Of A Disease Based On The Some Physical And Emotional Symptoms Of The Patient That Appears. The Major Issue Involve In The Diagnosis Is Risk Factor. This Modex Takes The Primary Sign And Symptoms Of The Patient Whether The Symptoms Are Physical Or Emotional. This Expert Diagnose The Disorders Like Anxiety Disorder, Mood Disorder, Psychotic Disorder, Impulse Control Disorder, Eating Disorder And Personality Disorder. The Relationship Between Cause And Symptoms Of The Patient To Create The Number Of Hierarchical Set Of Rules And These Rules Are Used To Create Knowledgebase That Will Help The Doctors To Diagnose The Particular Psychology Disorder.

Some Types Of Psychology Disorder Leads To The Nerve System Of Individuals. It Is Very Common To Observe That How People React That When A Person Suffers From A Psychological Disorder. There Are Some Common Types Of Psychology Disorders Are Related To The Nervous System. Such Disorders Lead To The Damage Of Impulse And Nerve System And Affect The Critical Thinking And Memory Capacity Of The Person. The Resources Need Binding Of The Individual In Social Area [1]. The Major Difficulty In Diagnosing The Psychology Disorder Is That Whether A Person Really Suffering From The Psychology Disorder, Although These Symptoms Are Very Mall. This System Will Take Symptoms As Input And On The Basis Of These Physical And Emotional Symptoms It Will Diagnose The Disorder. This Expert System Will Not Only Simplify The Task Of Psychologist Doctors But Also Assist The Patient.

II. Related Work

In 2000 Roland, Proc Amharic Annu Fall Symp Settling On A Precise Also Far Reaching Psychiatric Assessment About Mental Issue On An Tolerant Could Be A Rather Perplexing Also Directing, Including Methodology. We Portray A Master System, MILP, Which Will Be Intended To Prepare Such Precise Diagnoses Of Mental Issue Utilizing Chose Classifications Starting With The Order
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In 2009 Luciano Comin Nunes; Placido Rogerio Pinheiro Studies On Mental Issue Have Kept Away Also Debilitated Experts In Distinctive Parts For Exercises. Those Mossy Cup Oak Genuine Issues Might Be Connected With Different Sorts For Pathologies. However, It Appears, A Greater Amount Often, Similarly As Psychotic Disorders, Temperament Disorders, Uneasiness Disorders, Introverted Personality, Different Identity Also Addiction, Making An Micro Level Harm Of The Single Person Furthermore His/Her Crew And On An Macro Level Of The Handling Framework And The Particular Nation Welfare. Anna Yankovskaya, Sergei Kiter In 2013 Portray Mental Issue Symptomatic Framework In View Of Logical-Combinatorial Systems From Claiming Example Distinguishment Called As Those Canny Framework DIAPROD-LOG [4]. That Framework May Be Outlined To Diagnostics What's More Counteractive Action From Claiming Misery. Those Scientific Mechanical Assembly For Formation Of The Suggested Framework Dependent Upon An Grid Model About Information What's More Learning Representation, And Also Different Sorts Of Regularities Previously, Information Furthermore Information Would Exhibited. Those Depiction Of The Framework May Be Provided For.


III. Research Gap

Conducting An Exhaustive Literature Review Is Your First Step. As I Search For Journal Articles, I Need To Read Critically Across The Breadth Of The Literature To Identify These Gaps. My Research Goal Was To Find A ‘Space’ Or Opening For Contributing New Research. The First Step Was Gathering A Broad Range Of Research Articles On My Research Topic. I Also Look For Research That Approaches The Topic From A Variety Of Methods – Qualitative, Quantitative, Or Mixed Methods To Find The Problems. This Is An Excellent Source For Learning About Research Methodology [6].


For Therapeutic Diagnose This Is Time Permits To Make Functioned With Those Assertion, Accurate Definition What’s More Portrayals. Fuzzy Rationale Makes Diagnose Time Permits Should Define Those Accurate Characterizing Medicinal Substances As Fuzzy Set. Fuzzy Rationale Gives Those Capable Thinking Procedure That Handles The Loose And Uncertainties To Information On Diagnose
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Mental Issue [9]. There will be really infrequently sharp limit between those different mental issues. Mental confusion is those best example, on their need aid an extensive amount of physical what's more passionate manifestations that are ambiguous. The association between sign and side effects what’s more maladies are investigated. Same time intricacy of the framework is increased; it is not difficult on take that specific way in which determination may be deduced. Fuzzy master framework assumes a paramount part done restorative field. Managing improvement from claiming master framework also diagnose choice one is altogether rely on upon those caliber of information. It may be exceptionally imperative to that how will depict those conduct technique and properties for quantitatively furthermore qualitatively [10]. This master framework separated under modules: ANXIETY, MOOD, PSYCHOTIC, EATING, IMPULSE CONTROL and PERSONALITY DISORDERS.

![Figure 1 - Categories Of Psychological Disorders](image)

**IV. Research Objectives**

The main objective of our research is to develop a decision support system related to different parts of the body that means this expert system will deal with the various specialists for detecting the disorder. Due to non-availability of the expert in remote areas, most of the patient suffers from some danger disorder. Some time patient’s life in danger and may lead to death because of the improper diagnosis of the disorder and treatment of those disorders. This expert system will very help:

1. To develop a solid research foundation and comprehension of the logical establishment of brain science.
2. To build up an information base of human conduct over the wide zones of brain research and become aware of the applications of psychology in the professions associated with psychology.
3. To analyze various measuring parameters (physical & emotional symptoms) with accuracy dependency of the expert system.
4. Defining psychological disorders allows psychologists to treat clients effectively.

**V. Research Methodology**

Mental diagnose work proposes using fuzzy logic system design and simulation. Mental illnes diagnoses systems based on the fuzzy set of rules. Fuzzy logic was initially developed by Zahed. A review of existing research on the psychology disorders and its strategy of management with fuzzy logic were carried out. The word psychology word I is origin from the two Greek words ‘Psyche’ and ‘Logos’[11]. The word psyche means to the soul and logos means to the study. In this research the psychology disorders from a combined dangerous effect of various disorders related to the impulse control disorder, anxiety disorder, mood disorder, eating disorder. Fuzzy sets are the artificial techniques that provide the appropriate solution the particular problems. Fuzzy logic deals with the real world problems in which data is not precise or accurate. Fuzzy logic is based on the reasoning. The fuzzy rule is a causal rule; it means whose IF part truly causes the THEN part [12].
The Efficiency Of System Is Determine By The Choice Of Membership Function That Is Used For Every Input And Output Parameters. There Are Various Symptoms That Do Not Have A Particular Values And The Membership Function Are Chosen For Each Of The Parameter Which Is Used. These Membership Values Are Taken On The Basis Of Intuition Method. Besides The Number Of Membership Function Used There Are Some Another Factors Need To Be Take Account And These Factors Are The Conjunction, Disjunction, Aggregation, Type Of Parameters And The Range Of The Parameters[13]. The Characteristic Of Each Fuzzy Variable Is Represented Using Trapezoidal (For The Input Variables Such As Symptoms) And The Triangular (For The Outputs) And. In This Study, The Fuzzy Set Represented By A Number Of Membership Function.

Figure 2 - A. Trapezoidal Membership Function  
B. Triangular Membership Functions

In Medical Diagnose This Is Possible To Be Worked With The Assertion, Exact Definition And Descriptions. Fuzzy Logic Makes Diagnose Possible To Define The Exact Defining Medical Entities As Fuzzy Set. Fuzzy Logic Provides The Powerful Reasoning Technique That Handles The Imprecise And Uncertainties In Data To Diagnose Mental Disorders. In This Create The Following Phases –

Figure 3 - FIS Of Phobia Disorder

Figure 4 – Rule Editor Of Phobia Disorder
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We can diagnosis the results from the experience or observation and the sign and symptoms of the patient. If we examine the procedure which is followed by the physicians to identifying the disease, that is the simpler method. Some symptoms are occurring at a high range or other are occur at low or moderate range.

In this study, we main think about four labels: not present, mild, moderate, and severe. Place the perception takes between 0 to 10. We consider membership function for not present - 0, mild is 1-3, moderate is 4-7, and severe is 7-10. The psychological disorder is at 1st stage if the most of input symptoms in mild range (1-3), disorder at 2nd stage if the most of inputs in moderate range (4-7) and the disorder is at final or 3rd stage if the most of symptoms in high range (7-10). We acquire the correctness of the experiments and calculation expense will be fraction of seconds.

![Final GUI of Psychological Expert System To Diagnose Diseases Using Physical Symptoms](image)

Figure 5 - Final GUI of Psychological Expert System To Diagnose Diseases Using Physical Symptoms
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In This Paper There Is A Development Of Fuzzy Mental Diagnose Expert System. This System Takes The Input As Physical And Emotional Symptom Of The Patient And Diagnoses The Particular Disorder Related To The Psychology Disorder. This System Can Be Used By Physician In Daily Practice To Diagnose The Disorder Easily. This System Allow The Doctor To Follow Their Natural Process For Diagnose. This System Does Not Learn Any New Procedure Or Method Of Doing Things. A Lot Of Research Has Been Done In Medical Field But More Research Increase The Accuracy Of The System. So Many Properties Of This System Remain To Investigate.

The Survey Of Various Expert Systems Concludes That Different Techniques Having Own Advantages And Disadvantages. The Study Shows That Diagnose Psychological Disorder Using Fuzzy Rule Base Technique Is Suitable For Implementation. However This Expert System Has Some Drawbacks That Can Be Overcome By Adding Some Other Features In Future.
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